KEY FINDINGS (ROUND 27)

**DISPLACEMENT TRACKING MATRIX**

**DTM ROUND 27 | AUGUST - SEPTEMBER 2019**

**IOM LIBYA**

**AT LEAST 636,426 MIGRANTS PRESENT IN LIBYA**

**MAIN NATIONALITIES**
- Niger 20%
- Egypt 15%
- Chad 15%
- Sudan 12%
- Nigeria 8%

**TOP 3 REGIONS OF ORIGIN**
- Sub-Saharan Africa 63%
- North Africa 29%
- Asian & Middle East 8%

**DEMOGRAPHICS**
- 93% of adults
- 7% of children
- 90% men
- 10% women
- 26% unaccompanied children
- 74% accompanied children

**EMPLOYMENT**
- 78% employed
- 22% unemployed

**REMITTANCES**
- Average per month: 160 USD

**ACCOMMODATION TYPE**
- Rented accommodation (self-paid): 63%
- Rented accommodation (paid by employer or others): 13%
- Informal collective shelter: 13%
- Housing in workplace: 8%
- Other: 3%

**ACCOMMODATION COST**
- Average per month: 50 USD

**MIGRANTS PRESENT IN**
- 567 of 667 communities
- 100% of municipalities

**INTERVIEWS WITH KEY INFORMANTS**
- Round 27, Mobility Tracking
- 2,505

**INTERVIEWS WITH MIGRANTS**
- 2019, Flow Monitoring Surveys
- 15,800

**100% COVERAGE**

**Project funded by the European Union**